Dan Seidman has collected over
500 sales horror stories.
He’s a nationally known speaker and trainer who uses these most
entertaining and embarrassing moments to teach new selling
strategies to frustrated sales managers and reps.
Why employ new and unique sales approaches?
We are all starting to realize that the techniques we grew up
with don’t work like they used to.

How the sales world is recognizing the
value of Dan Seidman…
– Sales horror stories are featured each month on Monster.com
– Writes a regular column for Independent Agent Magazine
– Selected as “One of the Top 12 Sales Coaches in America”
- Ultimate Selling Power

Unique strategies, wisdom and insights
(ask the company that tripled their sales
activity in one week after Dan’s program)

Smells the difference
between qualified and
unqualified prospects

Tells lots of very, very
funny stories
Once choked by an
angry prospect
(No further
comment, he
just got out
of prison)

Heard every silly,
stupid and a few
legitimate objections
Sees how sales pros
misread prospects
Colored Shirt:
Helps cover the
battle scars
of selling

– Sales & Marketing Management Magazine says
“…fast becoming a cult hit among salesfolks.”
– Chosen to do closing keynotes for Discover Card’s
National Sales Conference and the American Bankers’
Association Sales Management Conference
– Dan is a winner with 2 gold medals playing on the United States
World Masters Basketball Team
Contact sales authority Dan Seidman today for your
national or regional sales event: 1-847-359-7860.

BONUS you receive when you bring in Dan
He teaches a specific strategy that will give you a significant ROI on
your decision to hire him. For example; one company TRIPLED their
sales activity during one week employing the strategy. Another firm
landed 500 sales and commitments to buy - beyond their normal
performance during the week they adapted Dan’s strategy.

Stole more
basketballs and
sales from
competitors
than you could
possibly imagine

His heart longs
for peace
between
prospects and
salespeople.
In fact, Dan
would kill for
a Nobel Peace
Prize.

How often do you get a speaker who can actually boost sales?

Thoughts from Dan…
“I’m a trainer who speaks. Why is this critical to your program
decision? If change does not occur from my program, I’ve failed
myself and you, my client. And I don’t fail.
The #1 complaint I hear from sales executives and meeting planners
looking for sales keynotes is this – ‘These speakers all sound the
same, their ideas aren’t original.’ Give your sales team a unique and
useful experience and pay yourself back with a performance boost
from my programs. It’s pretty simple; I exist to help sales organizations
increase sales.” Dan Seidman

Call Dan Seidman for availability now:
1-847-359-7860 or
dan@salesautopsy.com.

Time to kick the
tails of your sales
team! Call the
sales tale guy for
a unique and useful
program at your
national sales
conference.

100
FREE COMIC BOOKS
FOR YOUR ATTENDEES
WHEN YOU BOOK DAN!
dan@salesautopsy.com
1-847-359-7860

